
Structural type balanced cantlever concrete box girder bridge
Characteristcs 14 spans, total length 1980 m.

InecoClient

Bridge over the Tajuña River
A28 Alcarria Motorway, Guadalajara, Spain / 2009

The structure is composed of 14 spans measuring 40.0m + 3 x 70.0m + 150.0m + 5 x 250.0m + 150.0m + 2 x 70.0m + 40.0m, reaching 
a total length of 1980.0m. The bridge is 24.0m wide so allowing the occupaton of a dual carriageway.

The structural type employed is a contnuous hyperstatc post-stressed box girder constructed using the contnuous cantlever method 
combined with MSS (movable scafold system).This consttuted a record in Spain for this constructon method.
 
The depth of the deck is a constant 4.0m in the 40.0m and 70.0m spans and tapered in the 150.0m and 250.0m spans where it runs 
between 16.5m at the piers to 4.0m at the centre of the span length, thus ofering a depth/span rato of 1/15.2 and 1/62.5 
respectvely.

The width of the box girder is a constant 7.5m so giving cantlever lengths of 8.25m making it necessary to have transversal tapered 
concrete ribs placed every 5.0m. The concrete employed has been light or high-resistant depending on the diferent phases of the 
constructon process. 

The bridge crosses the valley over the River Tajuña at a height of 140.0m at its centre, so needing very tall slender piers.

The piers may be grouped in two basic types: the frst corresponds to the spans constructed with MSS, which have a hollow rectangular 
7.5 X 3.0m cross secton reaching up to 46.0m in height, and the second group for the spans constructed using the cantlever method 
which are composed of two longitudinal hollow-sectoned shafs which from a height of 50.0m are connected by two transversal screens 
untl embedding at foundaton level, with heights, in cases, reaching up to 125.0m. The concrete employed in this case is high resistance.

The abutments which have been projected are closed and have been executed in such a way that their height does not exceed 10.0m. 
Shock absorbers have been housed in the abutments which allow longitudinal rheological and thermal displacement but block sudden 
overloads.
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